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The Reagan Administration asserted that the Senate's failure in 1972 to condition its consent on an expansive definition of "exotics" allows the President wide interpretive leeway."
This dispute, still not decisively resolved, called into question the efficacy of the advice and consent process itself, and underscored the precarious balance of treaty power between the President and the Senate.' The President, by virtue of his superior access to information in the negotiating record, enjoys substantial unilateral control over United States treaty interpretation. To counteract this advantage, the Senate is able-and has recently threatened-to deny consent to a later treaty in order to display its disagreement with the President's reinterpretation of a prior one.' Furthermore, Congress may, if necessary, withhold some of the appropriations or legal instruments necessary to the President for full implementation of the treaty. 7 Such actions, however, can embarrass the President on the Judiciary, 100th Cong., 1st Sess. 559, 560-65 (1987) [hereinafter ABM Hearings] ; N.Y. Times, Sept. 22, 1987, at A15, col. 1. This Note uses the term "reinterpretation" as a shorthand to describe the situation in which the Senate, when it approves a treaty, believes that the treaty carries one interpretation, but the President subsequently claims that it has a materially different meaning. See SENATE COMM. ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, THE ABM TREATY INTERPRETATION RESOLUTION, S. REP. No. 164, 100th Cong., 1st Sess. 48 (1987) [hereinafter ABM RESOLUTION REPORT].
Sofaer, Legal Analysis in the Political
Cauldron, supra note 2, at 69-72; N.Y. Times, supra note 3, at A15, col. 1.
5. The Constitution provides that the President "shall have Power, by and with the Advice and Consent of the Senate, to make Treaties, provided two thirds of the Senators present concur." U.S. CONST. art. II, § 2, cl. 2.
6. In September 1987 the Senate Foreign Relations Committee threatened to delay or even refuse consent to the then-unsigned, uncompleted Intermediate Range Nuclear Force (INF) Treaty, 27 I.L.M. 84 (1988) . The Committee reported that "the Administration's theory of treatymaking, having cast a dark shadow over the Senate's consideration of all future treaties, could severely complicate and greatly prolong the Committee's consideration of an INF treaty-and thereby jeopardize early ratification of that treaty." ABM RESOLUTION REPORT, supra note 3, at 66. When the INF Treaty came up for Senate approval, the Committee threatened again to delay its passage unless the Administration confirmed that the President would not reinterpret treaties without Senate consent. Without such an assurance, Committee Democrats stated, they would be forced to attach numerous clarifications and understandings to the INF Treaty. N.Y. Times, Feb. 6, 1988, at Al, col. 3 . Although the Senators and the Administration reached a compromise over the interpretation of the INF Treaty, see Letter from Secretary of State George Shultz to Senator Sam Nunn (Feb. 9, 1988) , reprinted in SENATE COMM. ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, THE INF TREATY, S. EXEC. REP. No. 15, 100th Cong., 2d Sess. 442 (1988) [hereinafter INF REPORT] (Reagan Administration "will in no way depart" from meaning of INF Treaty presented to Senate), the larger constitutional issue remained unresolved. When the Senate ultimately approved the INF Treaty, it attached an unusual condition stating explicitly that the Treaty's interpretation would "accord[ I with the common understanding of the Treaty shared by the President and the Senate at the time the Senate gave its advice and consent to ratification [,] " based in part on "the authoritative representations which were provided by the President and his representatives to the Senate and its Committees. . . ." 134 CONG. REC. S6724 (daily ed. May 26, 1988) . See infra note 76 (describing political situation surrounding condition). Although the President accepted this condition when he ratified the treaty with the Soviet Union, he subsequently stated that the condition had no effect on his "constitutional powers and responsibilities." President's Message to the Senate on the Soviet-United States Intermediate-Range Nuclear Force Treaty, 24 WEEKLY COMP. PRES. Doc. 779, 780 (June 10, 1988 and the country, cost the United States international credibility, and cripple American foreign policy.
Although the constitutional structure makes some of these tensions inevitable, the present level of antagonism between the President and the Senate in the advice and consent process damages the United States' ability to function effectively in the international community. Potential treaty partners may find little value in negotiating complex agreements with the United States only to have them derailed by internal American institutional disputes. As a step towards a more cooperative relationship between the executive and the legislature in foreign affairs, this Note proposes a new option for Senate consent to arms control treaties. 8 According to this scheme, if the Senate evaluates the treaty on a "fast track," guaranteeing a vote within a specified number of days on an unamended agreement, the President would in exchange consult closely during negotiations with members of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. He would also submit to the Senate an executive annotation of the treaty and its negotiating record; this document would be more thorough and detailed than the treaty analysis that the executive branch now sends to the Senate.
Section I of the Note explains how the ABM reinterpretation episode suggests a need for more informed Senate consent.' Section II describes existing procedures designed to make Senate consent meaningful and informed. Section III analyzes the factors hindering the Senate's ability to provide informed consent. Section IV presents the fast track/executive annotation option as a method of reconciling competing congressional and presidential interests in the arms control treaty ratification process.
I. THE ABM INTERPRETATION CONTROVERSY
The United States and the Soviet Union signed and ratified the ABM Treaty in 1972 to reduce and restrict deployment of anti-ballistic weapons defense systems. 10 Several of its provisions bear on development, testing,
8.
Arms control remains one area where the President is likely to continue to make agreements that require Senate advice and consent, rather than to act through less formal instruments, such as executive agreements, in which the Senate's role is reduced. See infra text accompanying notes 28-30.
9. This argument focuses on the systemic weaknesses in the advice and consent process. There is, however, a plausible argument that the ABM reinterpretation controversy was an aberration, stemming from specific policy considerations (developing a legal argument to justify Star Wars), an unusually vague treaty (the ABM), a now chastened presidency (that will not attempt future reinterpretations), and a wiser Senate (that will not attempt to enforce its views by threatening to reject future treaties, see supra note 6). This scenario is unconvincing because the Reagan Administration attempted more than one reinterpretation, Rainbow Navigation v. Department of the Navy, 686 F. 
A. The Reagan Administration View
In brief, the Administration argued that the Senate's 1972 ratification record did not bind later presidents to specific interpretations of the ABM Treaty's provisions dictating distinct treatment for systems based on "other physical principles."" 3 Nixon Administration witnesses presented "inconsistent and ambiguous" testimony at the time, and the Senate did not explicitly condition its consent on a particular understanding about future "exotics.""' More generally, the Reagan view held, executive statements during Senate ratification hearings should not determine the President's obligations in implementing the treaty. If such testimony were decisive, the Senate would have to approve every presidential implementation that called into question a statement in the negotiating record.
15
These arguments rest on the idea that "the constitutional division of treaty-making responsibility between the Senate and the President is essentially the reverse of the division of law-making authority, with the President drafting the treaty and the Senate holding the authority to grant or deny approval."'" The resulting deference to the President's interpretation of a treaty' 1 also owes its doctrinal tenacity to Justice Sutherland's ment on Strategic Offensive Arms, 1972 PuB. PAPERS 674 (June 13, 1972) [hereinafter SALT I Letter of Transmittal] (two-page letter describing merits of ABM Treaty but not discussing future use of "exotics").
11. See supra note 3 (listing controversial provisions). 12. 85 DEPARTMENT OF STATE BULL. No. 2105 , at 33 (Dec. 1985 (transcript of television interview with Robert McFarlane, President's Assistant for National Security Affairs). Until October 1985 the Administration had justified SDI on the grounds that it was limited to "research," which-unlike "development"-was allowed by the Treaty. Chayes & Chayes, supra note 2, at 1957; Nunn, supra note 3, at 4, reprinted in ABM Hearings, supra note 3, at 563.
13. ABM Treaty, supra note 1, at 3456 (Agreed Statement D). 14. Letter from A.B. Culvahouse, Counsel to the President, to Senator Richard Lugar (Mar. 17, 1988) , reprinted in INF REPORT, supra note 6, at 443-45 (1988 
B. The Opposing View
The Reagan Administration's congressional opponents believed that the ABM reinterpretation was unprecedented 2 " and sharply threatened the Senate's interest in a robust and meaningful advice and consent process. 2 ' Viewing the President and Senate as partners in treaty-making, they contended that the tenor of executive testimony provides a guide to the Senate's implicit understanding of the treaty to which it consents, often without access to the "negotiating record." 2 2 To protect the Senate's legitimate 18. 299 U.S. 304, 320 (1936). The Court recently reaffirmed the President's special role in foreign affairs in Goldwater v. Carter, 444 U.S. 996, 1000 n.1 (1979) (Powell, J., concurring) (citing Curtiss-Wright for proposition that in foreign affairs, Congress gives President discretion "that otherwise might run afoul of the nondelegation doctrine").
19. Cooper Memorandum, supra note 16, at 14. This "good faith" standard for presidential treaty interpretation is open to dispute. Professor Henkin has argued for a more objective guideline providing that " [t] he President can only make a treaty that means what the Senate understood the treaty to mean when the Senate gave its consent." ABM RESOLUTION REPORT, supra note 3, at 49.
Henkin's view informs the RESTATEMENT, which states that "[w]hen the Senate gives its advice and consent to a treaty on the basis of a particular understanding of its meaning, the President, if he makes the treaty, must do so on the basis of the Senate's understanding." RESTATEMENT, supra note 7, § 314(2). See also Rainbow Navigation v. Department of the Navy, 686 F. Supp. 354, 357-58 n.17 (D.D.C. 1988 ) (citing with approval Henkin and RESTATEMENT).
20. ABM RESOLUTION REPORT, supra note 3, at 48 ("The committee is aware of no instance in which a treaty was reasonably supposed by the Senate, when it consented to ratification, to mean one thing, and it was argued later by the Executive to mean something altogether different.") (emphasis in original).
21. INF REPORT, supra note 6, at 91 (Reagan Administration claims about congressional and executive roles in treaty interpretation would make Senate "on-looker of secondary status" in consent process). The arguments of the Reagan opponents are constitutionally suspect to the extent that they require a Senate role in the performance of treaties. See L. HENKIN, supra note 7, at 136, 164 (Senate has no authoritative voice in acting upon or repealing a treaty).
22. INF REPORT, supra note 6, at 87-88, 93. "Negotiating record" is a term of art referring to the notes, memoranda, or other documents that the treaty parties agree reflect their intent. The completeness of the record is necessarily contingent and is not ensured by a subsequent search for documents in the government offices of one treaty party. ABM RESOLUTION REPORT, supra note 3, at 50. Presidents, moreover, provide the Senate with different measures of information for different treaties. Which documents constitute the "record" and which documents are relevant for Senate perusal are, therefore, relative considerations. During the ABM Treaty approval process, senators were apparently forced to base their opinions upon testimony by executive officials, who alone had access to the negotiating record. Id. at 51 ("So far as the Committee can determine, no member of the Senate was given access to any 'negotiating record' at the time the Senate considered the ABM Treaty, and the role, executive testimony must "remain available as powerful evidence of a treaty's meaning in the event of an interpretive dispute among nations." 2 3
Congress' power to pass a later statute, however, is not a sufficient threat to enforce the Senate's understanding of a treaty's meaning and might force the United States to default on its international obligations. 24 Opponents of the Reagan reinterpretation have posited a number of further arguments against presidential treaty reinterpretations. First, as the INF Treaty experience suggests, future Senates might be willing to derail subsequent treaties in the face of executive reinterpretations of earlier ones.
2 5 Second, presidential reinterpretations would encourage, perhaps even compel, the Senate to incorporate numerous amendments or understandings into future treaties and thereby greatly delay the advice and consent process. 26 Finally, the institutionalized release of full, confidential negotiating records could chill the candid exchanges necessary for successful negotiations in the future. 7
C. The Constitutional Battleground
The recent ABM debate illustrates the serious constitutional and institutional concerns that presidential treaty reinterpretations could raise. Even though the United States now relies on treaties far less frequently than on other instruments for international agreement-making, 2 the treaty process offers a solemnity and dignity that other instruments lack. 29 Presidents submit international agreements for treaty advice and consent to avoid challenges to the accord's constitutional effectiveness. 3 " Presidential actions that undercut Senate advice and consent place at risk an approval process well suited for major international accords, such as arms Reagan Administration has not argued otherwise.").
23. Nunn, supra note 3, at 59, reprinted in ABM Hearings, supra note 3, at 618. [Vol. 98: 885 control agreements, whose legitimacy is greatly strengthened by formal, constitutionally mandated Senate consent.
II. THE TREATY CONSENT PROCESS

A. The Senate's Task
The Senate's role in providing advice and consent to treaties is the product of two centuries of practice. Despite the Framers' vision of Senate participation in the actual making of treaties,"' the Senate currently advises and consents to ratification, generally without close involvement in negotiations. This situation evolved as the size of the Senate grew and the foreign affairs experience of the executive branch expanded. 2 As the Framers predicted, the Senate's ability to transcend partisanship has supported its constitutional role in treaty-making. 3 "
The general framework for Senate advice and consent is established by Senate Standing Rule 30." Although Senate Rules themselves are rarely changed, 35 the Senate may implement internal procedural variations on these Rules, without presentment to the President, in order to accomplish its constitutional mandate. 3 " Alternatively, it may legislate procedures governing congressional approval or disapproval of presidential decisions. 32. L. HENKIN, supra note 7, at 131 (Senate finds Framers' conception of function unworkable, and now generally merely passes judgment on treaty, but does not advise during negotiations); TREA-TIES AND AGREEMENTS, supra note 28, at 104 (" [W] hat Presidents generally seek from Senators is not advice in advance, but consent after the fact-after negotiations are completed. Most treaties, therefore, engage the Senate only after their formal transmission by the President for approval.").
33. Inherent in advice and consent, whatever its formal details, is the idea that it should be meaningful and, as a consequence, informed. To that end, current practice involves a series of procedures designed to produce a constitutional minimum of informed consent.
B. The Operation of Advice and Consent
The Senate typically receives the official title and text of the proposed treaty together with a Letter of Transmittal from the President requesting Senate advice and consent and a Letter of Submittal from the Secretary of State describing and analyzing the treaty's provisions." After the treaty's first reading, the Senate refers it to the Foreign Relations Committee, which conducts hearings with witnesses from the executive branch. During this stage of the advice and consent process, the Senate learns about the President's understanding of the treaty's intent. The Foreign Relations Committee composes a report, based on the executive's testimony, which "along with the President's initial 'Letter of Transmittal,' becomes the basic document of U.S. 'legislative history' on particular treaties since the negotiating records of the executive branch are generally unavailable to the public-and even to Congress itself." '40 Upon completing its report to the whole Senate, the Foreign Relations Committee may recommend that the Senate approve the treaty only conditionally, adding amendments, reservations, understandings, or provisos. 41 Amendments, which require changes in the text of the treaty, and reservations, which are qualifications or stipulations that generally do not alter the treaty's overall purpose, amount to counter-offers to the other signatories. 42 Sometimes, amendments or reservations necessitate the reopening of negotiations. 43 These devices, while diplomatically the most risky, are also the most restrictive of subsequent presidential interpretation because they are traditionally incorporated into the instrument of ratification exchanged with the other party. 44 Should the Senate wish to elaborate or to interpret-rather than to change-a treaty provision, it may include under- [Vol. 98: 885 standings or provisos, which the President need not bring to the attention of the other signatories and which, therefore, offer him more interpretive leeway than reservations or amendments. 5 To minimize the differences among these devices, the United States and its treaty partners stipulate in bilateral ratification protocols that each party expressly accepts the other's reservations, declarations, and understandings." 6 Finally, beyond these formal means of restricting presidential interpretive power over treaties, the Senate has access to more informal mechanisms, including consultations with the executive and occasional participation in treaty negotiations. 
III. THE PROBLEM OF UNINFORMED CONSENT
The procedures of treaty advice and consent allow the Senate a number of opportunities to gain information from the executive necessary for meaningful consent. Nonetheless, the President's information monopoly, which Congress generally has been unable to break, often leaves Congress under-informed. 8 The primary obstacles to Senate access to information are unnecessary presidential restrictions on information flow and judicial non-involvement in interbranch information disputes. As a result of these disadvantages, the Senate has been unable to provide consistently informed consent appropriate for the important agreements that the President submits for advice and consent.
A. Presidential Control
The President's monopoly of information distorts Congress' role in foreign affairs.
4 9 The source of the imbalance is not the executive privilege doctrine per se, but unnecessary presidential withholding of information. 5 " The guidelines that have developed through prior assertions of executive privilege, however, indicate at least the outer contours of legitimate presidential restrictions on information-sharing. 51 These parameters are flexi- presidents try to avoid disclosing information that they feel could impede the executive branch from carrying out its duties. 54 Aside from forcing the President to decide whether particular committees are trustworthy, confidential disclosures to Congress would also, from the President's perspective, improperly delegate authority to Congress. 55 In the treaty context, the President's reluctance to release a treaty's complete negotiating history may also result from his desire to maximize interpretive flexibility or to conceal his own bargaining miscalculations.
As a general matter, Congress can raise a genuine claim to information in all circumstances involving legitimate legislative oversight." 6 While the President may enjoy an information advantage, his dominant position is "not to be taken as minimizing the role of the legislature in foreign affairs." ' 5 7 The executive already provides Congress with much secret or classified foreign affairs information through its intelligence, defense, and L. REv. 461, 472 (1987) (courts show great deference to "narrower claims of privilege based on military and state secrets"). The Reagan Administration's policy on executive privilege provided that "[a] 'substantial question of executive privilege' exists if disclosure of the information requested might significantly impair the national security (including the conduct of foreign relations), the deliberative processes of the Executive Branch or other aspects of the performance of Executive Branch's constitutional duties." Memorandum from President Ronald Reagan to heads of executive departments (Nov. 4, 1982) have failed to provide Congress with a judicial weapon to counter presidential decisions to withhold information. To decide the merits of these cases, courts would be forced to weigh "such factors as the strength of Congress' need for the information in the request letters, the likelihood of a leak of the information in the Subcommittee's hands, and the seriousness of the harm to national security from such a release."" These are, how- 62. See N.Y. Times, Jan. 10, 1989, at Al, col. 3 (President appears responsible for decision to withhold classified information leading prosecution to drop charges against Lt. Col. Oliver North in trial stemming from Iran-Contra Affair).
63. In general, disputes between "coequal branches of our Government, each of which has resources available to protect and assert its interests [,] " face a heavy presumption of non-justiciability. Goldwater v. Carter, 444 U.S. 996, 1003-04 (1979) The President's information monopoly, together with judicial nonintervention in information conflicts, leaves Congress largely unable to gain access to information or to provide the meaningful consent that the advice and consent process requires. As a result, the President may find himself at a short-term advantage. To redress this situation, the Senate has threatened to delay consent to other treaties.1 7 Nonetheless, Congress remains under-informed in precisely those areas, such as arms control, where the President wants to employ the more dignified, solemn treaty process, rather than more informal instruments, such as executive agreements. To deal with these problems, this Section proposes an option, to be grafted onto existing procedures, that would produce meaningful, informed Senate consent in situations where such consent is constitutionally important. This procedure would also improve the prospects for passage of future treaties by preventing the treaty approval mechanism from becoming bogged down in disputes over access to information and contentious amendments.
8 This Note proposes an internal Senate procedure, to be called the Optional Fast Track (OFT), that would create a new alternative for Senate advice and consent to arms control treaties. In brief, the plan, which would be separate from any particular treaty, allows the President expedited Senate consideration of signed arms control treaties in exchange for his promise to involve several Senators closely in the negotiations and to submit to the Senate an executive annotation of key provisions of the treaty and its negotiating record.
9
The OFT would join a growing taxonomy of fast tracks. Under the first set of "automatic" fast tracks, such as those included in the Trade Act of 1974,0 Congress promised the President that his initiatives would be "automatically" discharged from committee and voted up or down, 67. See supra note 6; infra note 76 (describing threats to Senate consent to INF Treaty). 68. Speed is an important value in itself for the President because the longer a treaty stays in the Senate Foreign Relations Committee or on the Senate floor, the more likely it is to become a political football and the less likely it is to be approved relatively unscathed. See infra note 76 and accompanying text (describing delaying amendments).
See supra note 63 (discussing arguments for non-justiciability
69. The OFT is designed for arms control treaties, which are suited to take advantage of its benefits-speed, no-amendment consideration for the President, and greater information for the Senate.
19 U.S.C. § § 2191-2193 (1982).
[Vol. 98: 885 without amendments, within a fixed time period. 71 The subsequent "committee gatekeeping" fast track, such as the fast track contained in the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984,72 enabled a congressional committee to bump a proposal from the fast track to the regular approval procedures. This option gives the President incentives to consult closely with Congress during negotiations. 3 The OFT combines elements of both of these forms of the fast track.
7 4
Seeking to restore the Senate's ability to provide informed consent, it maintains the Senate's treaty powers while honoring legitimate considerations of executive privilege. Unlike fast tracks in the war powers or foreign assistance contexts, where senators vote after the President's critical decision, the proposed treaty fast track allows senators to vote before ultimate presidential action. At the same time, the President's desire to maintain and benefit from the dignity and legitimacy of the treaty approval process for arms control accords should deter him from circumventing the OFT through executive agreements. 7 5 The OFT also seems likely to reduce the chance that an arms control treaty will be held hostage to "killer amendments," amendments not germane to the treaty, or general interbranch antagonism. LAW § 4-3 (2d ed. 1988) . While enjoying some of the flexibility of the legislative veto, a fast-track procedure "does not constitute a legislative veto, because it requires bicameral action and presentment to the President, albeit on an expedited basis." Koh, Iran-Contra, supra note 9, at 1332 n.358. Like the modified fast track in the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984, the committee disapproval mechanism of the OFT would be functionally similar to-but formally different from-the committee veto, which Chadha seemed to hold unconstitutional. Koh, Congressional Controls, supra note 37, at 1216-17, 1216 n.76.
75. As a consequence, the OFT would undercut claims by the President that the Senate's lack of information precludes its meaningful consent to certain agreements.
76. See Gup, Scourge of the Senate, TIME, May 30, 1988, at 48; N.Y. Times, May 24, 1988, at Al, col. 6; id., May 21, 1988 , at 3, col. 4 (describing killer amendments proposed for INF Treaty, and their defeat by wide margins). The Senate understanding about the INF Treaty's interpretation, attached to the Treaty itself, see supra note 6, resulted from the Democratic opposition to the Administration's position in the ABM reinterpretation debate; it was highly controversial and threatened to delay-and possibly derail-the INF Treaty. L.A. Times, May 23, 1988 , at 1, col. 6. The Senate vote on this amendment, with 19 Republicans joining 53 Democrats in its favor, 134 CONG. REc. S6783-84 (daily ed. May 26, 1988) , illustrates that senators may overcome party loyalty when they feel that the Senate's institutional integrity is threatened.
The Senate's independent behavior during the INF proceedings demonstrates the OFT's applicability to the arms control treaty context. The President's interest in avoiding killer amendments and unassociated amendments is apparent; senators concerned by the constitutional implications of the ABM reinterpretation have a renewed interest in the expanded information flow that the OFT provides. The OFT may also clear up Senate roadblocks to consideration of treaties. See Koh, IranContra, supra note 9, at 1332 n.358 (fast track's main advantage is "allow[ing] Congress to overcome both . . . political inertia and . . . procedural obstacles"). But see Meyer, supra note 36, at 98 n.139 (fast-track procedures better suited for congressional decisions requiring up-or-down votes, such
A. Expedited Consideration and Senatorial Involvement Under the OFT
General Considerations
The OFT would not be part of a specific treaty or agreement, but would be an independent Senate procedure that is in place before negotiations begin.7 Either the President or Congress could invoke the OFT before negotiations begin, so that the Senate would fully enjoy the mechanism's information-sharing advantages. 8 The OFT would establish time limits on debate in committee and on the floor of the Senate, as well as a bar against amendments, reservations, or understandings at any stage of Senate consideration." The Foreign Relations Committee would enjoy "gatekeeping" power, since the President would consult closely with its members before and during negotiations and would allow several of its members-perhaps its majority and minority leaders or whips-to be intimately involved in the talks. 80 Closer congressional involvement in the negotiations might provide information to Congress that is unavailable under standard advice and consent procedures." 1 Finally, under the OFT, the as review of executive trade decisions, than for congressional decisions requiring opportunities for amendments, reservations, and understandings).
77. Although the Constitution guarantees Congress the power to regulate its internal proceedings, U.S. CONST. art. I, § 5, cl. 2, the Senate's ability to change any formally legislated procedures could be hampered by its subsequent inability to persuade the House and the President to agree to a new statute changing the rules again. Meyer, supra note 36, at 98 n.140. But see Koh, Iran-Contra, supra note 9, at 1332 n.358 (even statutory modifications in house rules "theoretically subject to change at any time by each house"). Consequently, the OFT proposal seems to carry fewer encumbrances in the form of an internal procedure, which, unlike a statute, need not meet bicameralism and presentment requirements. See Continuing Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1987, Pub. L. No. 99-591, § 101(k), 100 Stat. 3341, 3341-304 to -305 (1986) (containing exemplary language for OFT). Creating the OFT as an internal Senate procedure is not free of constitutional difficulties. The spirit of INS v. Chadha, 462 U.S. 919, 946-51 (1983) , suggests that in areas of concurrent executive and congressional authority, some attention to formal procedures-presentment and bicameralism in the legislative context-is necessary. An internal Senate procedure governing the treaty process, even if it becomes operational only at the President's option, is arguably inconsistent with Chadha's formalism. This difficulty, however, seems less definite than the constitutional infirmity that statutory codification of Senate procedures appears certain to raise. 78. Similarly, at the invocation stage, either the President or the Senate could force the treaty onto the regular advice and consent track-the President by not involving senators in the negotiations and the Senate by not joining the talks.
79. See infra Section IV(A)(2) (describing OFT in detail). Because of its limited debate and noamendment provisions, the OFT could stifle congressional debate. Structuring the treaty fast track either in terms of a flexible number of legislative days or in terms of a sufficient number of calendar days, however, would mitigate this problem. Senators themselves seem best equipped to determine the precise number of days that would strike an appropriate balance between allowing sufficient debate and preserving the President's incentives for choosing the OFT.
80. The INF proceedings, see supra notes 6 & 76, demonstrate that the President has strong incentives to involve senators actively in negotiations, in order to make the treaty more likely to stay on the fast track and to preclude the risk that it will be defeated by killer or non-germane amendments. This sub-congressional delegation may raise constitutional difficulties pursuant to the spirit of Chadha, see supra note 74, and of Bowsher v. Synar, 478 U.S. 714 (1986) (congressional control over removal of official performing executive functions usurps executive power). Nonetheless, informal past experience, see supra text accompanying note 47, suggests that a significant advisory role for a few senators during negotiations is consistent with constitutional intent.
81. Although the OFT enables the Senate to acquire more information than does standard advice Senate could vote, either in committee or after full house debate, to defeat the treaty outright or to transfer the treaty from the OFT to standard advice and consent in order to add amendments." 2 Similarly, the Senate could encourage the President to choose the OFT for a particular arms control treaty by demonstrating a clear likelihood of approval after close congressional-executive cooperation during negotiations.
Details of Operation: The Trade Fast Track Experience
The fast-track procedures employed in the trade context should serve as a model for the details of expedited Senate consideration under the OFT. 83 The Trade Act of 197484 gave the President authority to negotiate trade agreements in exchange for Congress' assurance that it would vote within a specified time frame on an unamended accord. The Trade and Tariff Act of 198485 altered the 1974 fast track in order to avoid problems of constitutionality and expand the scope of bilateral trade agreements. 8 " This "modified fast track" provides the model for the expedited consideration and senatorial involvement aspects of the OFT. It required the President to consult with the relevant House and Senate committees for sixty legislative days before giving ninety calendar days' notice of his intent to sign a trade agreement. 8 7 Already during the ninety-day consultation period, the involved congressional committees had marked up the and consent, the OFT is not meant to legitimate presidential coverups in non-fast-track circumstances. Presidents are likely not to release any more information than they feel necessary; as a result, standard advice and consent will inevitably lead to more limited Senate access to information than the OFT.
82. Since the present treaty advice and consent process seems slow and amendment-ridden, it is unlikely that the President would avoid invoking the OFT in order to expedite the existing approval mechanism. Since under the OFT the Senate retains the option to derail the treaty, it does not risk capitulating in advance to language and intent without the opportunity for amendment.
83. See Koh, Congressional Controls, supra note 37, at 1219 ("The demonstrated effectiveness of the modified fast-track procedure in assuring congressional input into the U.S.-Canadian free trade negotiations may well inspire Congress to substitute it as the new technique of choice to restrain presidential negotiating authority in other fora."). Examples of fast-track mechanisms outside the trade area include the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-440, § 602, 100 Stat. 1086, 1112-14 (fast track provisions codified at 22 U.S.C. § 5112 (Supp. IV 1986)) (joint resolution authorizing presidential sanctions against South Africa or opposing presidential decision to terminate them), and the Continuing Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1987, Pub. L. Nos. 99-500, 99-591, § 101(k), 100 Stat. 1783 , 1783 -304 to -305, 100 Stat. 3341, 3341-304 to -305 (1986 (joint resolution disapproving aid to Nicaraguan rebels).
The most thorough description of the fast-track procedure, from which this Note draws heavily, is Koh, Congressional Controls, supra note 37, at 1200-21 (1986 [Vol. 98: 885
President's trade bill so that when the bill was formally introduced, its chances of passage on the fast track were high. 8 " Congressional approval was then expedited so that the negotiated agreement and its implementing legislation were automatically discharged from the committee after fortyfive legislative days and were voted on by each house, without amendment, within an additional fifteen legislative days. 8 9
B. The Executive Annotation
Content of the Annotation
In addition to expedited Senate consideration and Senate involvement in negotiations, the other distinctive feature of the OFT is the executive annotation, which the President, upon invoking or accepting the OFT, must promise to submit along with the treaty. The annotation provision of the OFT responds to the absence of clear executive testimony that was largely responsible for the ABM reinterpretation controversy. 0 The recent debate suggests that the Senate would be well served by a comprehensive statement from the President complementing the negotiating record, committing him to a particular understanding of ambiguous issues in the record, and reconciling different points of view about the treaty within the executive branch."
The executive annotation would offer a more thorough analysis of the treaty than current Letters of Submittal and Transmittal, which tend not to include or comment on actual documents from the negotiating record. 162-63 (1984) . This procedure could be adopted to foster close Senate involvement in the drafting of the treaty.
89. Koh, Congressional Controls, supra note 37, at 1202 n.32, 1203 n.33 (citing statutory provisions).
90. See ABM Hearings, supra note 3, at 351, 373 (statement of Abraham Sofaer, Mar. 26, 1987) ("[E] rrors sometimes occur, people sometimes exaggerate, and misunderstandings take place."); Glennon, Interpreting "Interpretation": The President, The Senate, and When Treaty Interpretation Becomes Treaty Making, 20 U.C. DAVis L. REV. 913, 915 (1987) (Senate "misled" by testimony of Nixon Administration spokesmen concerning ABM Treaty).
91. As a by-product, the annotation might also encourage the different agencies of the United States Government interested in a treaty to agree to a particular interpretation. For example, where the Defense Department may seek a broad interpretation to allow build-up of a weapons system, the State Department-for diplomatic reasons-and the Treasury Department-for financial reasons-may favor a narrower reading. The executive branch's desire to speak with one voice in the annotation would encourage these agencies to find common ground; it could, however, also enable the Senate to play one agency or department against others. The annotation would be distinguished by the level of detail provided through primary source documents in the negotiating record, and by its attempt to project future problems. 93 It would also point out purposeful ambiguities and omissions in the treaty. 9 ' For prudential reasons, the President would not be required to include in the annotation deliberative internal legal memoranda about the treaty from the Offices of Legal Counsel in the State and Justice Departments. 9 5 In order to afford senators the opportunity to point out problems in the annotation and, as a result, to increase the likelihood of the annotation's consistency with the negotiating record, the Senate should require the President to submit the annotation first as a draft at the beginning of the hearings and again in final form after executive testimony before the full Senate floor debate. 96
Risk of Disclosure
The executive annotation should remain under seal in the White House so that United States treaty partners can feel assured that the confidentiality of negotiations is maintained. To preserve confidentiality, the Senate could adopt a number of measures, such as appending a secrecy injunction to the annotation allowing only senators and their staffs to read it, or requiring closed or executive sessions for hearings or floor debates dealing with the annotation. 97 Although the speech and debate clause protects any speech within the halls of Congress, U.S.
discloses confidential Senate proceedings is liable for expulsion and punishment for contempt. 9 8 The speech and debate clause, 9 9 however, would probably protect a senator who read the executive annotation into the public record from civil or criminal liability; 1°0 therefore, to strengthen its secrecy provisions, the OFT should mandate an automatic motion to censure senators placing any parts of the annotation in the Senate's public record.' 0 1 Any sacrifice of public disclosure that Congress accepts in order to ensure secrecy is likely to be small, since the information in the executive annotation would not have been immediately available to the public in any case.1 0 2
Enforcing the Annotation: Another Look at the ABM Reinterpretation Controversy
The President, of course, has incentives to make the annotation as vague as possible so as to maximize his future flexibility. 3 Over time, moreover, the annotation and the negotiating record may conflict over particular issues, or the President may propound an interpretation of a question about which the annotation is silent. Had the OFT been in use in 1972, when the Senate approved the ABM Treaty, either of these scenarios might have occurred. The senators closely involved in the negotiations would have known, however, whether the annotation concealed or distorted crucial information in the negotiating record, and the current Senate could determine whether the subsequent reinterpretation was inconsistent with the annotation or negotiating record.' 4 If the annotation turned CONST. art. I, § 6, cl. 1, the Constitution recognizes that in certain circumstances Congress may have good reason not to publish its proceedings, U.S. CONST. art. I, § 5, cl. 3. Secrecy, whether in the form of executive sessions or non-publication of debate, reduces the Senate's ability to exert pressure on the President through threats to make the contents of the summary publicly available. Nonetheless, the risk of a denial of appropriations over a treaty interpretation issue could expose the President to international embarrassment, which would redound to his detriment domestically as well. 102. Whether courts would uphold the document's confidentiality is unclear. The FOIA's national security exception, 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(1)(A) (1982), would give them grounds to do so. Nonetheless, since the executive annotation is the executive's "final opinion" concerning a treaty, FOIA might not protect it from public disclosure. See Coastal States Gas Corp. v. Department of Energy, 617 F.2d 854, 866-69 (D.C. Cir. 1980 ) (explanation of agency policy in specific situation not privileged because it is not recommendation or predecisional document but discusses established policies).
103. A certain amount of ambiguity in the annotation is inevitable because of the omnipresent difficulties of abstractness and language in any international agreement. M. McDOUGAL 104. The annotation's value depends significantly on close scrutiny by the Senators involved in the negotiations. Since party loyalty and political sympathy might affect that scrutiny, those Senators involved in the negotiations should reflect the diversity of the full Senate. out to be deceptive, or the reinterpretation was inconsistent with the Senate's 1972 understanding of the Treaty, the Senate could deny appropriations necessary for programs implemented pursuant to the reinterpretation, refuse consent to future treaties submitted by the President under the OFT or under regular advice and consent procedures, and prevent the President from again benefitting from the OFT's speedy, no-amendment consideration.
Goldwater v. Carter 1 5 suggests that a court would probably not enforce the annotation's interpretation against the President, at least as a matter of international law. 1 "' Ultimately, however, complementary institutional goals and prerogatives provide the President and the Senate with substantial and persuasive incentives to fulfill their obligations under the OFT in good faith. While the President needs a treaty approval process that generates informed Senate advice and consent, 107 the Senate is unlikely to complete its task properly without liberal access to information about the treaty and its negotiating record." 8 At the same time, the President can refuse to involve senators or provide the annotation as the OFT requires, and the Senate can shift a treaty from fast-track to regular approval procedures. This balance of interests and options, rather than external powers of enforcement, ultimately sustains the OFT. 
106
. In effect, then, the negotiating record would prevail over the annotation if the President propounded a reinterpretation that conflicted with the annotation. See supra note 24 (interbranch dispute over treaty termination non-justiciable).
The Supreme Court's recent reaffirmation of judicial "authority to construe treaties and executive agreements," Japan Whaling Ass'n v. American Cetacean Soc., 478 U.S. 221, 230 (1986) , might provide grounds for a finding of justiciability if a court treated the dispute over the annotation's enforceability as a matter of treaty interpretation, rather than as an interbranch disagreement about foreign policy. While Goldwater makes such a finding unlikely, 444 U.S. at 1004 (Rehnquist, J., concurring) ("dispute between coequal branches" non-justiciable), a court reaching the merits might require the President to follow the annotation's interpretation on the grounds that the annotation constitutes domestic law, which the President has a duty to "faithfully execute," U.S. CoNs-r. art. II, § 1, c. 510 (1984) . In these circumstances, in camera proceedings would not deprive the public of information, since the annotation's contents would not have become publicly available had the document not been the subject of litigation.
107.
See supra Section I(C) (describing benefits of formal treaty advice and consent process).
108.
See supra Section III (discussing reasons for-and consequences of-uninformed advice and consent).
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In the ABM Treaty interpretation controversy, President Reagan claimed executive knowledge and Senate ignorance of the contents of the ABM Treaty's negotiating history in order to advance a new interpretation of the Treaty. As a result, he undercut the Senate's constitutional role in treaty advice and consent. Moreover, he jeopardized the collaborative intent behind the treaty approval mechanism, the prospects for future treaties, and the appropriations necessary to implement treaties currently in force.
The proposal presented in this Note seeks to redress the dangers of presidential reinterpretation. The OFT is presented as an option for a more collaborative treaty approval process, encouraging consultation and increased congressional participation in treaty-making while reducing the risk that the Senate will not approve an arms control treaty submitted by the President. It offers the Senate more complete and definitive information about the treaty's negotiating history without infringing on the President's legitimate executive privilege. Above all, the OFT seeks to foster a "problem-solving negotiating strategy" '10 9 that takes into account the needs of the President and the Senate in creating a smoother and more satisfactory advice and consent process.
